The nest success and the breeding site effects (pre-and postquake) for each breeding site. The q (pre) and q (post) columns indicate the nest success of pre-and postquake years, respectively. The r (pre) and r (post) The relationship between the total effect and the nest success is shown. The total effect equals the sum of the effects of the differences in the air dose rates and the site effect differences between pre-and postquake years. The grey-filled region indicates the 95%
CRI of a predicted distribution of the nest success. The 95% CRI of the nest success of the breeding site No.10 was employed as a baseline (i.e., total effect = 0) because the nest success in the prequake years was the highest, and the profound difference is appropriate for showing the relationship between the total effect and the nest success.
The upper and lower dashed lines indicate the 97.5% and 2.5% percentiles of the predicted nest success, respectively. The solid line indicates the mean. If there was a 0.1 µSv/h increase in the air dose rate (corresponding to a -0.391 decrease in total effect when the posterior mean of 2  , -3.909, is used) and the total effect fell below approximately -2.0, a possible decrease in the nest success due to the air dose rate would be no greater than 0.100. Thus, we obtain Supplementary Equation S1.
